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Let’s Begin !

PRO
MUA
CERTIFICATION

40 DAYS | 3 MONTHS
J O U R N E Y



WHY MAKEUP ARTIST ?

Passion

Career 
Change

Financial 
Independence

Proving a 
point in life



READ THIS FIRST

Hello There,
Congratulations on deciding on learning something new ! We know 
that you are looking out for “RIGHT” academy to learn makeup and 
fulfill your dreams. We also know that you have lot of questions and 
you are apprehensive in choosing this profession. The “What if” 
questions haunts all of us and you are not alone.

Let us make this very clear before you proceed. Makeup Artistry as a 
profession is challenging, competitive , rewarding and nerve wracking. 
It demands Quality work , Average is not acceptable. Now we are 
sure you have a motive to become an Artist however is it strong 
enough ? 

If you don’t get an answer then we suggest you to give it a break and 
introspect further however if reading this is already exciting you and 
you clearly understand the motive and the outcome then Welcome 
to MJ Gorgeous Family.

While students like you are doing research on the best academy of 
your town , We are also taking the liberty of choosing those students 
who are willing to give it all to this profession and come out as a 
Successful , confident and most importantly a happy person.

Read along, Call us fix an appointment and meet us face to face for 
an honest discussion. If we both like each other, we proceed further.

God Bless you !



Become a pro and 
independent makeup artist 

and give a thrust to your 
career.

We only enroll limited 
students per batch for focused 

training.

Assessment of the student 
before admitting for the 

course, we would only train if 
we see passion and the fire in 
you to become what it takes.

Training course covers basics 
to advance training including 
rigorous practical sessions .

On job training and on field 
experience assistance 

provided

Free portfolio shoot to kick 
start your career

Marketing and communication 
with clients considered during 

the course

Get trained by MJ who is 
Internationally Certified L2 
Lead MUA and carries epic 

client testimonials with more 
than 11 years of experience  

MJ PRO MUA Certification
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ELEVATOR’S 
PITCH



Introduction to makeup

•Basics of makeup and makeup 
artist profession

•History of makeup and 
evolution

Understand the face and 
skin

•Facial Anatomy ( Eyes, 
eyebrow, lips and face)

•Skin Tone

Color Theory

•In depth study of 
understanding color and shades

•Color correction techniques

•Color wheeling

Makeup Tools

•Introduction to makeup tools 
and brands

•Usage and application of these 
tools

Practical Session

•Rigorous practical sessions 
which take up 80% of the 
course

•More than 15 Practical session 
covering different looks

•Assessments and observation

Portfolio Photoshoot

•Kick start your career with free 
photoshoots with our experts

•Bridal Look and High Fashion 
Party look

Hair Styling & Saree Drape

•Basic Hair Styles both Indian 
and international

•Basic Saree Draping for Bridal 
Projects

Marketing & Client 
communication

•Teach you basics of marketing 
and how to communicate with 
the client

•Lead Management
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COURSE 
HIGHLIGHTS
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COURSE 
DETAILS

Makeup Origins

It's important to understand the skill from the beginning and we ensure you connect and feel the skill you are 
getting into. We will give a complete background of makeup , How it all started and why, By end of this 
session you will have  a complete understanding of makeup origins, How it has changed over period of time 
including the styles, tools and products. You will be extremely confident and would understand the real story 
of ages old artistry. An interesting chapter to begin your journey

Understanding Face and Skin

Identifying and understanding Skin tones

Skin Pigmentation /Blemishes/Imperfections

Understanding face shapes

Face structure

Eye Shape analysis

Lip Shape analysis

Nose Shape analysis

Brow shape analysis

Color Theory

Understanding Colors

Primary Colors theory

Secondary Colors theory

Tertiary Colors theory

Complimentary Colors

Monochrome

Harmonizing Colors

Hue/Tint/Shades

Makeup Tools

Working and 
identifying with 
different tools

Tools Maintenance 

Tools Procurement 
assistance 

Brand awareness

Techniques ( dedicated sessions)

Pre Makeup Skin Care

Undertone correction

Foundation Application

Contouring

Highlighting

Eye Makeup ( All styles)

Mascara Application

Lash Application

Brow Enhancement

Lip structure and Lipstick Application

Photoshoot and TV/Film Makeup prep

Understanding lights

Male grooming

Tattoo Concealing

Bronzing

Basic popular hairstyling

Hairstyling techniques and tools

Bridal Saree Draping (Commonly used)

Face chart Modelling

Makeup removal technique
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COURSE 
DETAILS

Makeup Looks

South Indian Bride

North Indian Bride

Bengali Bride Bride

Muslim Bride

Christian Bride

High Fashion | Fantasy Look

Sangeet | Mehandi Look

Reception Look

Multiple Era looks

Our idea is to provide you all the techniques 
through which you can create any look in the 
world, However we have specially designed some 
popular looks which will help you set yourself up 
in the market. We insist you keep creating your 
own looks which has taken birth from your 
imagination. An artist must create and not copy !

Business Starter Push

Thousands of makeup artist enter this market every year and only few survive and the reasons could be 
many. You either took admission in an academy because it was cheaper and they did not offer you what was 
needed to be a successful makeup artist, Your trainer didn’t train you the essentials or most importantly no 
one told you how to put yourself in the market. This is exactly where we come into the picture.
• On Job Training
• Live Projects
• Client Communication
• Market presence 
• Social Media marketing
• Community Relationship
• Portfolio Photoshoot

We are a women led organization and support women to become independent with all our genuine efforts we 
have to offer. We make relationships and a strong community of MUA who support each other. Due to this 
reason we have made our course fee extremely competitive and below market price. Contact us for F2F 
discussion to know more.


